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Abstract

Description:

In June 2020, the U.S. Department of Veterans A�airs (VA) and U.S.

Department of Defense (DoD) released a joint update of their clinical

practice guideline for managing dyslipidemia to reduce cardiovascular

disease risk in adults. This synopsis describes the major recommendations.

Methods:

On 6 August to 9 August 2019, the VA/DoD Evidence-Based Practice Work

Group (EBPWG) convened a joint VA/DoD guideline development e�ort that

included clinical stakeholders and conformed to the Institute of Medicine's

tenets for trustworthy clinical practice guidelines. The guideline panel
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developed key questions, systematically searched and evaluated the

literature (English-language publications from 1 December 2013 to 16 May

2019), and developed 27 recommendations and a simple �-page algorithm.

The recommendations were graded by using the GRADE (Grading of

Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) system.

Recommendations:

This synopsis summarizes key features of the guideline in 7 crucial areas:

targeting of statin dose (not low-density lipoprotein cholesterol goals),

additional tests for risk prediction, primary and secondary prevention,

laboratory testing, physical activity, and nutrition.

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in

the United States and globally (1). Reducing the burden of CVD is a priority

area for the U.S. Department of Veterans A�airs (VA) and the U.S.

Department of Defense (DoD). In June 2020, the VA/DoD released an

evidence-based update to their 2014 clinical practice guideline for managing

dyslipidemia to reduce CVD risk

(www.healthquality.va.gov/guidelines/CD/lipids) (2). This synopsis presents

the guideline, which continues to emphasize CVD risk management over a

short-term (��-year) horizon with more conservative dosing of statins in

primary and stable secondary prevention, without targeting low-density

lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) goals. We provide new recommendations for

stepped intensi�cation for secondary prevention in higher-risk patients and
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a new emphasis on aerobic physical activity and Mediterranean-style diets.

The Figure outlines the algorithm of these recommendations.

Figure. Algorithm of the VA/DoD clinical practice guideline for managing dyslipidemia to reduce

CVD risk.

Note that previously measured lipid levels may be used reliably in serial CVD risk assessments. We do not

recommend rechecking lipid levels each time CVD risk is assessed, because lipid levels remain stable within

each patient over time and contribute little to predicted risk relative to other factors.

Download figure Download PowerPoint

Guideline Development Process

To develop these recommendations, the VA/DoD followed the method

developed by the VA/DoD Evidence-Based Practice Work Group (EBPWG) (3),
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which follows the standards described for trustworthy guidelines (4–6). The

guideline project team completed con�ict-of-interest disclosure forms for

relationships in the previous 2 years and a�rmed the disclosures verbally

during the project. Web-based surveillance (such as through Centers for

Medicare & Medicaid Services open payments or ProPublica) was used to

screen for potential con�icts of interest among project team members, and

action was taken to mitigate identi�ed con�icts.

The EBPWG selected 2 guideline panel co-chairs, 1 from the VA and 1 from

the DoD. The co-chairs then selected a multidisciplinary panel that

comprised practicing clinician stakeholders, including primary care

physicians (family medicine and internal medicine), cardiologists, dietitians,

pharmacists, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants. The VA/DoD

contracted with The Lewin Group, a third party with expertise in developing

clinical practice guidelines, to facilitate meetings and develop key questions

(KQs) using the PICOTS (population, intervention, comparator, outcomes,

timing of outcomes measurement, and setting) format. (For a list of EBPWG

members, see the Appendix.)

The guideline panel developed 12 KQs, many of which are similar to

questions that the American College of Cardiology and American Heart

Association used in developing their guideline on cholesterol management

(7), and concerned evidence supporting LDL-C and non–high-density

lipoprotein cholesterol levels as targets for treatment, treatment

e�ectiveness in reducing clinically important CVD events (fatal and nonfatal

myocardial infarctions [MIs] and strokes, and total mortality), and adverse
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e�ects of each drug class. Additional KQs addressed the timing and

frequency of CVD risk assessments and lipid level testing; the cost-

e�ectiveness of cholesterol-modifying drugs; the accuracy of risk

assessments, as well as the added value of additional risk-stratifying tests;

the e�cacy of interventions to enhance statin tolerance and adherence; and

the e�ectiveness of physical activity and dietary interventions (including

nutraceuticals) on CVD outcomes.

A systematic search of the peer-reviewed English-language literature from 1

December 2013 through 16 May 2019 was conducted to �nd evidence relevant

to the KQs and focused on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and

systematic reviews and meta-analyses of fair or better quality. Search

methods and results are detailed in the full guideline

(www.healthquality.va.gov/guidelines/CD/lipids). The guideline panel used

the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and

Evaluation) method to rate the recommendations (8–13), with the critical

outcome of CVD mortality as the primary factor in rating grade strength.

The draft guideline was sent to more than 20 expert reviewers both within

and outside the federal sector. Comments were considered and incorporated

according to panel consensus into the �nal guideline, which the VA/DoD

EBPWG approved on 10 June 2020 and released on 11 June 2020.

Recommendations

The guideline continues to focus on CVD risk reduction through

management of lipid levels among persons most likely to bene�t. The
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primary critical outcome of interest in grading the evidence was

cardiovascular mortality, with cardiovascular morbidity considered an

important but less critical outcome by which to grade evidence. The Table

summarizes all 27 recommendations. Here, we highlight the 7 areas most

relevant to practice. The full guideline report provides complete

recommendations, rationale, and supporting evidence

(www.healthquality.va.gov/guidelines/CD/lipids).

1. Continue to Treat to Target Dose Not LDL-C Level

Table. VA/DoD List of Recommendations for Managing Dyslipidemia to Reduce CVD Risk
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Our updated systematic review did not identify any direct evidence to

support a strategy of targeting cholesterol levels to improve outcomes. Post

hoc and observational studies have consistently shown a graded association

between LDL-C levels and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. However,

studies have not used an RCT design to directly compare LDL-C goal

strategies. Most trials have compared a speci�c, �xed statin dose with

placebo, and very few trials have directly compared relative doses of

individual statins.

The EBPWG carefully considered whether to use target levels for LDL-C but

noted that the evidence relating patient-oriented outcomes to LDL-C levels

consisted of trial comparisons between therapy intensities, not LDL-C target

levels. Because no study prospectively evaluated LDL-C goals, the EBPWG

decided to focus on treatment intensity to match the evidence and simplify

point-of-care decision making.

Because of the lack of direct evidence of bene�t from using target LDL-C

goals, we recommend the use of target medication doses consistent with the

clinical trials, most of which used moderate statin doses. We believe the use

of LDL-C targets is more likely to lead to harm associated with higher statin

doses or combination medical therapy, for which there is little evidence.

2. Use of Additional Tests to Refine Risk Prediction:

Evidence Is Still Insufficient

Despite their relative imprecision, current CVD risk assessment tools remain

the cornerstone for risk strati�cation to direct risk reduction strategies (14).
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Much e�ort has been made to improve these tools with additional testing,

such as coronary artery calcium (CAC), high-sensitivity C-reactive protein,

ankle–brachial index, and apolipoprotein evaluations. However, our updated

review of the literature on the added prognostic value of these tests indicates

that they are limited in further re�ning risk (15, 16). Only CAC scoring

provided a statistically signi�cant net reclassi�cation of risk of at least

modest magnitude, although its impact on clinical outcomes is uncertain,

even when it is applied to intermediate-risk populations, who would bene�t

most (17). Without prospective RCT evidence demonstrating improvement in

critical outcomes, we do not believe the added cost and radiation risk of CAC

scoring can be justi�ed in re�ning risk assessment for primary prevention

subpopulations (18). The decision to pursue such testing should be shared

with the patient and include clear communication about the uncertain

bene�ts and known harms, and the rationale for testing should be apparent

before it is carried out. For example, these tests might be used in patients

classi�ed as intermediate risk, for whom there is uncertainty about

treatment bene�t or indi�erence about treatment. A “negative” test result

might lower the probability across a threshold of “no treatment,” whereas a

“positive” result might raise the probability across a “treat” threshold.

However, the rationale for the test should be clear before it is performed.

Routine CAC testing is not recommended, because no evidence exists that it

improves patient outcomes, it is costly, and it exposes patients to potentially

harmful radiation.
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3. Primary Prevention: Moderate-Dose Statin Therapy Is

Still Emphasized; No to Proprotein Convertase

Subtilisin/Kexin Type 9 Inhibitors

The updated evidence review on the role of statins in primary prevention

resulted in little change to the previous guidelines. For patients with a 10-

year risk greater than 12%, clinical trials indicate that CVD risk may be

decreased by 20% to 30% with moderate-dose statin therapy for 5 years (19).

The rationale for using a threshold of 12% is that it most closely resembles

that of the clinical trial populations in which the bene�ts clearly outweighed

the risks (20, 21). A similar rationale is used for the 6% threshold; no clinical

trial speci�cally addressed persons with a risk below this threshold. Once a

patient's ��-year risk has been calculated, we recommend shared decision

making to determine whether the potential bene�ts of medications outweigh

the potential harms for that patient. This tradeo� varies by level of ��-year

CVD risk because of di�erences in the level of evidence of bene�t weighed

against a constant risk for adverse events: less than 6% (no evidence of

bene�t), 6% to 12% (limited evidence), and greater than 12% (strong

evidence). These thresholds represent rationally de�ned in�ection points of

increasing risk and increasing congruency with clinical trial populations

that derived a bene�t from statin therapy. No RCT directly compared high-

dose with moderate-dose statin therapy in primary prevention. Given the

higher risk for adverse e�ects with high-dose statin treatment and the

absence of evidence for added bene�t compared with moderate doses, we

believe the appropriate goal dose for primary prevention should be
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moderate (same as moderate intensity). We therefore recommended against

the use of high-dose (or high-intensity) statin therapy in primary prevention.

No clinical trial of nonstatin therapies has directly proved a reduction in

cardiovascular mortality in primary prevention populations. Nonstatin

treatments include ezetimibe and proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin

type 9 (PCSK�) inhibitors. One systematic review of PCSK� inhibitor trials

showed that of the primary prevention patients included in the studies (n >

10 000), none obtained a bene�t in any cardiovascular outcome (22). Given

the uncertain safety of long-term use, lack of evidence of bene�t, and high

cost of PCSK� inhibitors, we strongly recommend against their use for

primary prevention.

4. Secondary Prevention: Moderate Statin Doses Initially,

Then Stepped Intensification in Higher-Risk Patients

A large body of clinical trial evidence supports moderate-dose statin therapy

in secondary prevention populations, with demonstrated reductions in

cardiovascular and all-cause mortality over approximately 5 years (23, 24).

The preponderance of evidence is derived from trials of moderate statin

doses, with very few trials directly comparing the e�ectiveness of high-

versus moderate-dose statin treatment. Given the substantial bene�t and

limited harms, we believe that moderate statin doses form the foundation of

pharmacologic treatment for secondary prevention.

Substantial evidence exists that high- versus low- or moderate-dose statin

therapy reduces cardiovascular morbidity but not mortality (25). This
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evidence is derived mostly from higher-risk secondary prevention

populations, such as those with recent MI or acute coronary syndrome (in

the past 12 months); recurrent acute coronary syndrome, MI, or stroke; or

established CVD with additional major risk factors (such as current tobacco

use, diabetes, peripheral artery disease, or previous coronary artery bypass

graft surgery or percutaneous coronary intervention). Evidence also exists

that high-dose statin therapy is associated with higher rates of adverse

outcomes (such as treatment discontinuation, myopathy, and incident

diabetes) (25, 26). We thus concluded that without a bene�t in the prede�ned

critical outcome of cardiovascular mortality, but with an increased risk for

adverse events, high-dose statin therapy should be o�ered through shared

decision making with patients, and preferentially to higher-risk populations

(such as those with recurrent events or those with known multivessel

obstructive coronary or peripheral artery disease and active tobacco use or

diabetes), from which the evidence was derived.

For higher-risk patients, evidence supports the addition of ezetimibe or

PCSK� inhibitors to moderate- or high-dose statin therapy, with

demonstrated improvement in the important outcome of cardiovascular

morbidity but not in the critical outcome of cardiovascular mortality (27, 28).

Because “add-ons” to high-dose statin therapy have not been compared

directly, and the decision to pursue such a strategy tends to be event driven

in higher-risk populations, we recommend a stepwise approach to

intensi�cation based on relative cost-e�ectiveness and safety as well as the

patient's event history and degree of atherosclerotic burden. Because of the
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high cost and uncertain long-term safety of PCSK� inhibitors, we

recommend that this medication class be reserved as a last choice.

5. Laboratory Testing: No Routine Fasting or Monitoring Is

Needed; Less Is More

As in our 2014 guideline, we continue to recommend the evaluation of

nonfasting lipid levels for risk assessment and monitoring, on the basis of

further evidence that fasting lipid levels add no clinical value to risk

prediction compared with nonfasting levels and are considerably more

burdensome in terms of patient inconvenience and cost (29).

Because the focus on managing lipid levels has evolved from cholesterol

values themselves to therapy based on CVD risk, the need for lipid testing

should diminish considerably. The calculation of CVD risk is a�ected only

minimally by lipid levels and depends much more on other major risk

factors, such as age; sex; and the presence of hypertension, diabetes, or

tobacco use.

In our systematic review, we found that lipid levels vary little in a patient

over time and that true variation exceeds random variation only if testing is

spaced by 9 to 10 years (30, 31). Thus, given the small contribution of lipid

values to calculating a cardiovascular risk score, the focus on targeted dosing

(as opposed to target cholesterol levels), and the minimal within-patient

variation over time, we recommend measuring lipid levels no more than

every 10 years. One can reliably use the previously measured lipid value in

assessing CVD risk. We do not recommend rechecking lipid levels each time
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CVD risk is assessed, because lipid levels remain stable within persons over

time and contribute only a small amount to predicted risk relative to other

factors. Once moderate-dose statin therapy is prescribed (the therapeutic

goal for managing lipid levels in primary CVD prevention), we see no

rationale for monitoring lipid levels thereafter.

We recognize that circumstances may exist in which clinicians wish to

measure lipid levels more frequently, such as in assessing adherence to

therapy or for intensi�cation strategies in secondary prevention to avoid

excessively low LDL-C levels. However, we recommend against routine lipid

level testing for risk assessment and monitoring, unless it is speci�cally

intended to guide decision making.

6. Physical Activity: Increased Aerobic Exercise for All and

Cardiac Rehabilitation After a Recent CVD Event

Our rationale for including physical activity recommendations in this

dyslipidemia guideline is based on the well-described e�ects of physical

activity on both lipid levels and CVD, as well as the reasonable hypothesis

that the bene�t of physical activity on CVD may be mediated by its e�ects on

lipid levels.

On the basis of mostly observational evidence for primary and secondary

CVD prevention, we recommend regular aerobic physical activity of any

intensity and duration. This is a weak recommendation based on the

observational nature of the data. Although the widely propagated

recommendations from the Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans
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specify 150 minutes of moderate-intensity or 75 minutes of vigorous physical

activity per week (32), our systematic review discovered only observational

data supporting a graded association between physical activity and reduction

in cardiovascular and all-cause mortality. The largest di�erence in risk was

observed between persons who exhibited sedentary behavior compared with

those at the lowest levels of regular physical activity. The lack of RCT data

limited our grading of this evidence to make any further speci�c

recommendation. Thus, we believe that recommending regular physical

activity of any duration and at any intensity is most consistent with the

available evidence. This broader recommendation has implications for

generalizability and feasibility, speci�cally in patients who are elderly or

have poor physical function.

For secondary prevention in patients with recent CVD events, we strongly

recommend a structured, exercise-based rehabilitation program, on the

basis of robust evidence of improvement in nonfatal MI and both

cardiovascular and all-cause mortality. A systematic review and meta-

analysis of 69 mostly moderate-quality clinical trials of cardiac rehabilitation

reported a 26% relative risk reduction in cardiovascular mortality over a

median of 10 years (33). Although the characteristics of these programs were

somewhat heterogeneous, common elements included early initiation

relative to the event (within 2 to 8 weeks) and the structured nature of the

exercise programs.

7. Nutrition, Supplements, Niacin, and Fibrates: Suggest a

Mediterranean Diet for High-Risk Patients, Limit Icosapent
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Ethyl to Secondary Prevention, Avoid Supplements and

Niacin, and Avoid Adding Fibrates to Statin Therapy

For primary and secondary CVD prevention, we suggest a dietitian-led

Mediterranean diet. A systematic review of 30 RCTs found only low-quality

evidence but did show that a Mediterranean diet reduced composite events,

stroke, MI, and both cardiovascular and all-cause mortality. The bene�t was

limited to high-risk primary prevention and secondary prevention

populations (34). The Mediterranean diet includes a high unsaturated–

saturated fat ratio, high proportion of caloric intake from plant-based foods

(fruits, vegetables, nuts, legumes, and grains), moderate consumption of �sh

and low-fat dairy products, and low intake of lean meat and red wine.

Although it is reasonable to consider other diets that comprise the same

elements, the only speci�c diet studied in an RCT and powered for CVD

outcomes is the Mediterranean diet.

For primary CVD prevention, the evidence is insu�cient to recommend for

or against icosapent ethyl in patients who are receiving statins and have

persistently elevated fasting triglyceride levels. However, for secondary

prevention, we suggest o�ering icosapent ethyl to patients receiving statins

who have fasting triglyceride levels persistently greater than 1.7 mmol/L (150

mg/dL) to reduce cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. These

recommendations are based on a single, large RCT (35). In that study,

treatment with 4 g of icosapent ethyl resulted in a 25% reduction in the

primary end point, de�ned as a combination of vascular death, nonfatal MI,

nonfatal stroke, coronary revascularization, or unstable angina over 5 years.

This e�ect was evident only among patients with known CVD, who
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comprised the majority of the study participants. The recommendation was

graded as weak because of a lack of corroborating trials; the study's industry

sponsorship; and other idiosyncratic features of the trial, such as its use of

mineral oil as the placebo.

For primary or secondary prevention, we recommend against the use of

omega-� fatty acids as a dietary supplement to reduce CVD risk. The

evidence showed no e�ect of omega-� supplements (ranging from 0.5 to >5

g/d) on cardiovascular mortality, composite cardiovascular events, MI,

stroke, or all-cause mortality in studies ranging from 12 to 72 months. In the

RCTs evaluated, the results were inconclusive regarding the risk for adverse

e�ects, including bleeding and thrombosis, and the risk of bias was

substantial (36). Thus, the EBPWG decided to issue a “weak against”

recommendation.

Insu�cient evidence exists to recommend for or against the use of �ber,

garlic, ginger, green tea, or red yeast rice supplements to reduce CVD risk.

No studies evaluated the long-term e�ects of �ber, garlic, ginger, green tea,

or red yeast rice supplements on CVD morbidity or mortality. Instead, only

the safety of these interventions has been evaluated. Most of these

substances were evaluated in their supplemental form, not as they naturally

occur in foods, where they may have di�erent e�ects.

We strongly recommend against the use of niacin in prescription or

supplement doses, alone or in combination with statins, for primary or

secondary prevention because of increased adverse events and lack of CVD

risk reduction (37–39).
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We recommend against adding �brates to statin therapy for either primary

or secondary prevention, on the basis of evidence of adverse e�ects (elevated

liver aminotransferase and creatinine levels and a possible increase in CVD

risk in women) and no known bene�t. However, because of the lack of

robust evidence, this recommendation was graded as weak (37, 40–43).

Conclusion

We present a pragmatic, patient-centered approach to managing lipid levels

to reduce CVD risk, applying evidence for treatment that is concordant with

the risk in the populations studied. Although our guideline is similar to that

of the American College of Cardiology and American Heart Association (7),

there are several important di�erences. First, we are less con�dent that the

trial data support lower LDL-C target levels and higher dosing of statins,

especially in primary prevention. Second, we extended the literature review

through May 2019. Third, although we continue to support the use of

calculators to estimate CVD risk for primary prevention, we do not believe

the evidence supports the routine use of additional tests for risk prediction,

even in intermediate-risk populations. Fourth, safety concerns (particularly

with higher statin doses and combination therapy) in�uenced our

pharmacologic treatment recommendations, which start with more

conservative and safer moderate-dose statin therapy for both primary and

secondary prevention, reserving upward titration for secondary prevention

in higher-risk patients on the basis of shared decision making and recurrent

events. Fifth, we believe that the evidence supports a more assertive stance

on aerobic activity, cardiac rehabilitation, nutrition, and supplements. Sixth,
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we take a stronger position on limiting the use of laboratory testing to a

more judicious, decision-oriented approach. Speci�cally, we recommend

nonfasting lipid pro�les, which should be repeated only every 10 years (given

limited variability over time), and not at all once a goal statin dose is

achieved.

Appendix: VA/DoD EBPWG Members

John R. Downs, MD (VA Co-Chair); Patrick G. O'Malley, MD, MPH (DoD Co-

Chair); Brian Neubauer, MD, MPHE (DoD Co-Chair); Michael Arnold, MD;

Lance Spacek, MD; Mark Donahue, MD; Cathy Kelley, PharmD; Sundar

Natarajan, MD, MPH; Elena Vagichev, PharmD; Amanda Logan, MPS, RDN,

LD; Jennifer Ballard-Hernandez, DNP, FNP-BC; Joan Ritter, MD, FACP;

Lauren Thomas, MS, RDN, LD; Nikki Smith, DNP, FNP-BC; M. Eric Rodgers,

PhD, FNP; James L. Sall, PhD, FNP; James Reston, PhD; ECRI Institute; The

Lewin Group; and Sigma Health Consulting.

This article was published at Annals.org on 22 September 2020.

Comments

2 Comments SIGN IN TO SUBMIT A COMMENT

Sergio Stagnaro • Quantum Biophysical Semeiotic Research Laboratory • 25 September 2020

Removing CAD Inherited Real Risk is unavoidable in primary prevention of Ischemic

heart disordere

Spreading Quantum Biopysical Semeiotic among physicians all around the world, health for all would soon be

a wonderful reality. At the End of '70. I have discovered and described a mitochondrial cytopatology, heritable
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by mother, I termed Congenital Acidosic Enzyme-Metabolic Histangiopathy (CAEMH), all Constituions and

depedent Inherited Real Risks are based on (1-4). Fortunately, by means of Reconstructing Mitochondrial

Quantum Therapy (5) physicians are able to remove the heritable mitochondrial impairment and

consequently all Constitution-dependent, Inherited Real Risks, including that of CAD. In doing so, we will

start on very large scale the Pre-Primary and Primary Prevention of disorders, which are today's growing

epidemics, using a common stethoscope.
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Helen M Hunt • Unaffiliated • 23 September 2020

When Are Statins Not Necessary?

How might an older person bene�t from statins in the absence of non-age related risks? For example, my age

is 76 yet I exercise vigorously and have BMI 18.5, BP 115/65, HDL 90, LDL 85, triglycerides 45, no disease or

pre-disease, no medication use. I also eat brocolli. Maybe some people need vigorous exercise and brocolli

rather than statins to optimize cardiovascular protection and avoid statin-related risk of diabetes onset?
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